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The Astronaut Wives Club
Lists both famous and little known African Americans and includes
historical moments, legal actions, cultural events, and more

Once Upon a Mulberry Field
This book chronicles the history of the All-American Girls
Professional Baseball League and the stories of the first women to
play professional baseball in a league of their own. "In 1941, the
world was at war, and with American men fighting overseas, the much
needed pastime of professional baseball was in danger of
extinction—until women stepped up to the plate." In this heartwarming
illustrated history, the League's story is told by the ones who know
it best: the players. Author Anika Orrock collects a variety of funny,
charming, wince-worthy, and powerful vignettes told by the players
themselves about their time playing the American pastime. • Features
stories of grit and perseverance against all odds, told by the players
themselves • Filled with player statistics, historical beats,
headlines, and more; and fully illustrated in Anika's vibrant style •
A visually engaging, readable women-led history book Written in an
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approachable manner and beautifully illustrated, The Incredible Women
of the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League is a one-of-akind story told through the women's own voices and their own
perspectives. This book ultimately proves that the incredible women of
the AAGPBL truly were in a league of their own. • A unique celebration
of a specific moment in women's and sports history • A great read for
experienced and new sports fans alike, readers young and old, baseball
fans, and anyone looking for an inspiring gift for an aspiring
professional sports player • Perfect on the shelf with books like
Women in Science: 50 Fearless Pioneers Who Changed the World by Rachel
Ignotofsky, Strong is the New Pretty by Kate T. Parker, and Rad
American Women A-Z: Rebels, Trailblazers, and Visionaries who Shaped
Our History . . . and Our Future! by Kate Schatz

Dust Bowl Girls
The Jade Locket and the Red Star: An Untold History of the Invasion of
Okinawa and Why Korea Is Now Two Countries Instead of One by Joan Uda
Few people know that North Korea and South Korea were a single nation
until July 1945 as WWII was ending in the Pacific. That was when an
American committee, to prevent Joseph Stalin's Red Army from taking
all of Korea, drew a line at the 38th Parallel separating the north
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from the south. In early 1946 the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Joint Commission was
formed, to work with the U.S.S.R. to find a way to reunite North and
South Korea under a single government. My father, Major Warren W.
McAllister, U.S. Army, was Secretary to the American delegation. This
memoir, tracks Dad's war years through his service in military
intelligence and military government during the Okinawa campaign and
into Korea where he served with the Joint Commission and went on to
rebuild the casualty insurance part of South Korea's economy. The jade
locket, for which the memoir is named, was given to Dad in thanks by
four South Korean insurance companies after he was ordered home. The
memoir begins with my father's birth on a small Iowa farm in 1911, and
ends after his death in 1991. It is also my own story as Dad's adopted
daughter, and documents my powerful attachment to him from
infancy--shown in my recently-obtained adoption papers. It includes my
late-in-life curiosity about my birth parents, and the way I at last
obtained my adoption file. This memoir is based on Dad's military file
of orders and other military documents, plus letters, photos, and
other documents.

Connecticut Softball Legend Joan Joyce
The Untold story of USAF fighter pilot, Mac Deverreaux, who flies on
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the wings of fate into a world rife with war and women.

Swinging for the Fences
Marco Walder releases a new edition of his sequel Let¿s Stay Together
¿ The Untold Chronicles. In LST: The Untold Chronicles, you will
experience all the emotion that captured your hearts in the first book
and so much more. This time around, Marco connects with the reader as
he speaks to you in a way that only he can, direct and personal from
his experiences and those of others. LST: The Untold Chronicles is a
compilation of articles, stories, and memoir¿s that will stimulate you
physically and mentally. In this collection of narratives, you are
introduced to valuable information and insights that will engage your
mind and soul.

Softball Switch-Up
Chess Master Bruce Pandolfini answers more than 500 questions about
the game, covers rules, moves, tactics for mating, applications for
opening, middlegame, and endgame principles, planning and
strategizing, and psychological weaponry--for players of all
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levels--plus information on tournaments and other competitions. Line
drawings.

London Lunatic
As American astronauts were launched on death-defying missions,
television cameras focused on the brave smiles of their wives.
Overnight, these women were transformed from shy military spouses to
American royalty: having tea with Jackie Kennedy, attending high
society galas, and being featured on the cover of Life magazine. They
quickly grew into fashion icons, donning sherbet-swirled Pucci dresses
and lacquering their hair into extravagant rocket styles (to match
their husbands' spaceships). Annie Glenn was the envy of the other
wives, with her many magazine features; platinum-blonde bombshell Rene
Carpenter was proclaimed JFK's favourite; homely Betty Grissom worried
her husband was having affairs; Louise Shepard just wanted to be left
alone to her card games; and licensed pilot Trudy Cooper arrived on
base with a dirty secret. Together they rallied to form the Astronaut
Wives Club, which has now turned into over 40 years of enduring
friendship. Sexy and sophisticated, rich in melodrama, and set against
the uniquely atmospheric backdrop of the Space Age, THE ASTRONAUTS'
WIVES CLUB tells the real story behind some of the biggest heroes in
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American history, chronicling their romantic, domestic, and public
dramas during the Mad Men era.

A Culinary History of Iowa
Kaffie, an orphaned slave girl, moves into the Big House as a
companion to the Master's only daughter. In her teens, she becomes the
chief seamstress for the plantation, overseeing the allotment of
clothing to both bonded and free peoples. During her lifetime, she
saves remnants from the clothing of certain slaves whose struggles
greatly impacts the social, cultural and political schema of the
Harris-Jones plantation, the largest in Monroe, Georgia. The period is
the antebellum South between the years of 1789 to 1860 ensconced in a
thoroughly researched-based historical timeline. The storyteller is
the quilt. It credentials each life with certainty as its omniscient
point of view narrates their storied experiences. It discloses the
tiered associations with the owner, the planters, overseers and
drivers, and other slaves. The political, social and economic dynamics
of that era is the catalyzing backdrop that seals their collective,
yet singular, resistance to bondage. Adding to the strife are their
own internal conflicts, wherein their varied cultural competencies and
traditions operate at cross-purposes upon the Georgia red clay. The
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Venn diagram of their lives, embedded in this beautiful quilt that
becomes the perennial winner of the quilt exhibition circuits
throughout the South as Kaffie struggles to free their souls in her
own way. That deed has its own consequences.

They Played for the Love of the Game
Beloved SonA spiritual novel that blends fact and fiction set in a
time when rumors and visions among Jerusalem's Jews heralded the
arrival of a Messiah to free them of their ages-long oppression. Their
fervent anticipation collided with Rome's merciless authority when
their Messiah appeared in the flesh as Jesus Christ. Jesus's example
of Divine Love is newly-explored as the Son of God walks the path of
teacher, healer and prophet while guiding his disciples.This
reimagined journey illustrates Christ's teachings of universal truths
while exploring alternative ways for him to fulfill the prophecies.*
Did Jesus really die on the cross?* Was there a romantic connection
between Jesus and Mary Magdalene?* If Jesus could read minds - how
could Judas have betrayed him?* If Jesus was a shape-shifter - then
how could he be captured against his will?The journey of Christ
fulfilling his destiny as prophesied is uniquely re-imagined in this
mystical adventure.
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Dangers Untold
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to
the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As
a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing
or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Beloved Son
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As heard on the New Yorker Radio Hour: The triumphant and "engaging
history" (The New Yorker) of the young women who devised a winning
strategy that defeated Nazi U-boats and delivered a decisive victory
in the Battle of the Atlantic. By 1941, Winston Churchill had come to
believe that the outcome of World War II rested on the battle for the
Atlantic. A grand strategy game was devised by Captain Gilbert Roberts
and a group of ten Wrens (members of the Women's Royal Naval Service)
assigned to his team in an attempt to reveal the tactics behind the
vicious success of the German U-boats. Played on a linoleum floor
divided into painted squares, it required model ships to be moved
across a make-believe ocean in a manner reminiscent of the childhood
game, Battleship. Through play, the designers developed "Operation
Raspberry," a counter-maneuver that helped turn the tide of World War
II. Combining vibrant novelistic storytelling with extensive research,
interviews, and previously unpublished accounts, Simon Parkin
describes for the first time the role that women played in developing
the Allied strategy that, in the words of one admiral, "contributed in
no small measure to the final defeat of Germany." Rich with
unforgettable cinematic detail and larger-than-life characters, A Game
of Birds and Wolves is a heart-wrenching tale of ingenuity,
dedication, perseverance, and love, bringing to life the imagination
and sacrifice required to defeat the Nazis at sea.
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Messiah
A ragged Continental army has now put an icy river between themselves
and the pursing British army. The men in blue and buff uniforms have
known nothing but defeat and had once again made a narrow escape while
the Congress at Philadelphia reflecting no confidence in their troops
prepare to evacuate to Baltimore. Washington's besieged men reflect
the state of a nation weary of war and a cause on the brink of
extinction. They are an army in waiting - waiting for ammunition,
blankets and reinforcements. But others, nearly half, are simply
waiting for their enlistments to be up on January 1, 1777. Within days
Washington would have no men with which to fight and the cause and the
dream of independence would be over. This is the backdrop of one of
the most daring surprise attacks in American history - Washington's
crossing of the Delaware and the subsequent victory at Trenton. Told
in an urgent narrative style, Washington's Crossing: America's First DDay, reveals the cast of characters and many untold aspects of the
Crossing that made the victory even that much more incredible.

Throw Like a Girl
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Reformed Evil Queen, Jane Yvel, now has it all--her handsome Prince
Gallant, a loving daughter, and a successful career. The only thing
missing is a baby with her husband, something she both desires and
fears in light of her sordid past. But happily ever after may go up in
smoke when Jane discovers a love letter to Gallant from a woman from
his past--Princess Aurora aka Sleeping Beauty. Jane becomes obsessed
with her prince's affair. As she gathers evidence, she gets disturbing
news that will change her life forever and makes a shocking discovery
that threatens both her life and Gallant's. Will the Fairest of All be
able to save her fairy tale marriage and those she loves? Or will the
forces of evil triumph? The evil legend's journey continues in this
wickedly funny, deeply moving, and darkly shocking sequel to
DEWITCHED: The Untold Story of the Evil Queen.

We Hereby Refuse
"We think a monster can at least be killed; it's flesh and blood.
Therefore it can die. If it doesn't die, it will always be therelurking in our shadows." Dangers Untold isn't your normal horror
anthology; not a vampire, zombie or werewolf to be found. Filled with
unusual monsters and unexpected terror, Dangers Untold is a series of
seventeen short stories from horror industry professionals who have a
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different take on what makes for good horror. From a legend come true
to hidden artifacts in the ice to a child's playmate, these tales will
creep in through the cracks when you aren't looking to linger in your
mind long after you have closed the book. Keep the lights on because
you're about to read Dangers Untold. Featuring stories by Gary
Braunbeck, Erik Scott de Bie, Jason V Brock, Lillian Cohen-Moore,
Nathan Crowder, and Ryan Macklin. Haunted by Erik Scott de Bie
Absolution of the Fallen Star by Nathan Crowder House of Decay by T.
Fox Dunham Black Box by Jason V Brock Innards by Erik Gustafson The
Beacon by Ryan Macklin The Madness by Joseph Mulak The Visit by
Adrienne Dellwo A Monstrous Touch by Marty Young Mutes by Rob Smales
Nuckelavee by David Price Stone Heart, Vinyl Floors by Jeff Parish
Peepers by Scott M. Goriscak The Dybbuk Wife by Lily Cohen-Moore The
Oracle Bone by BE Scully The Lake by Melissa Stevens The Man With a
Canvas Bag by Gary Braunbeck

Washington's Crossing
Since the fall of Adam, the Prophets, Temple priests and the entire
world is looking towards Israel for the redemption of mankind. Few
centuries later, prophet Isaiah writes in his scroll about a Messiah
with a mysterious letter which they roughly translate as Immanuel and
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states that he will be born of a virgin. So everyone including Lucifer
is looking for the man born of a virgin and named Immanuel. But a
rabbi named Yahushua rises in influence and claims to be the Messiah.
Meanwhile Lucifer hire a man named Judas to help him ascertain if he
is truly the one they are expecting. Everything matches the
description of the Messiah except for the name. Was he really the
Messiah or is there anyone more to come? This man named Yahushua was
called as JESUS CHRIST, THE KING OF THE JEWS by the Romans later on.

The Jade Locket and the Red Star
FROM THE FORWARD: As a young lieutenant flying tactical C-130s at
Langley Air Force Base (AFB), Virginia, in the spring of 1967, I heard
one Friday night in the Officers ' Club that Tactical Air Command (our
parent command) was looking for four C-130 copilots to transfer to
Pope AFB, North Carolina, for training in a Top Sec ret C-130 squadron
designated Combat Knife. That had to be more exciting than haul ing
trash, I thought. The following Monday I volunteered, and within a few
months I was on my way to Pope AFB. This led to an exciting Air Force
career flying the most versatile C-130 ever produced—the Combat Talon.
Jerry Thigpen's study on the history of the Combat Talon is the first
effort to tell the story o f this wonderfully ca pable m achine. T his
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w eapons system has performed virtually every imaginable tactical
event in the spectrum of conflict and by any measure is the most
versatile C-130 derivative ever produced. First modified and sent to
Southeast Asia (SEA) in 1966 to replace theater unconventional warfare
(UW) assets that were limited in both lift capability and speed, the
Talon I quickly adapted to theater UW tasking, including infiltration
and resup - ply and psychological warfare operations into North
Vietnam. After spending four years in SEA and maturing into a highly
respected UW weapons system, the Joint Chief of Staff (JCS) chose the
Combat Talon to lead the night, low-level raid on the North Vietnamese
prison camp at Son Tay. Despite the outcome of the operation, the
Talon I cemented its reputation as the weapons system of choice for
long-range, clandestine operations. In the period following the
Vietnam War, United States Air Force (USAF) special operations
gradually lost its political and financial support, which was
graphically demonstrated in the failed Desert One mission into Iran.
Thanks to congressional supporters like Earl Hutto of Florida and Dan
Daniel of Virginia, funds for aircraft upgrades and military
construction projects materialized to meet the ever-increasing threat
to our nation. Under the leadership of such committed, hard-driven
officers as Brenci, Uttaro, Ferkes, Meller, and Thigpen, the crew
force became the most disciplined in our Air Force. It was capable of
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penetrating hostile airspace at night, in a low-level mountainous
environment, covertly to execute any number of unconventional warfare
missions. The highly trained, disciplined Talon I crews led the
invasions of Grenada in October 1983 and Panama in December 1989. The
long-range “pathfinder” capability of the Talon I's made them the
indispensable choice for these classic airfield seizure operations. In
Desert Storm the Talon Is reverted to their Vietnam psychological
warfare role by dropping millions of leaflets over Iraq and Kuwait.
Additionally, they dropped eleven 15,000-pound BLU-82B bombs. Today
the Talon I largely fulfills the penetrating tanker role, which
includes the low-level penetration of hostile airspace and electronic
countermeasures (ECM) protec tion for combat search and rescue rotarywing forces. The Talon I has earned its place in history as the
forerunner of modern Air Force Special Operations. Today both the
Talon I and Talon II continue to infiltrate, exfiltrate, and resupply
friendly forces around the world. The Talon I has recovered packages
and people with the Fulton Recovery System in virtually every theater,
and both aircraft have dropped every conceivable object off their
ramps, from motorcycles to 15,000-pound bombs. Because of the
capabilities of the versatile MC-130, and the extraordinary men and
women who unselfishly support its mission of vital national
importance, the future of Air Force Special Operations is secure.
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The Corn Lady
If you think softball is just a "womens version" of the great American
pastime of baseballwell, think again. Fastpitch softball is one of the
most widely played sports in the world, with tens of millions of
active participants in various age groups. But the origins of this
beloved sport and the charismatic athletes who helped it achieve
prominence in the mid-twentieth century have been largely forgotten,
until now. Fastpitch brings to life the eclectic mix of characters
that make up softballs vibrant 129-year history. From its humble
beginnings in 1887, when it was invented in a Chicago boat club and
played with a broomstick, to the rise in the 1940s and 1950s of
professional-caliber company-sponsored teams that toured the country
in style, softballs history is as diverse as it is fascinating. Though
its thought of today as a womans sport, fastpitch softballs early
years featured several male stars, such as the vaudeville-esque Eddie
Feigner, whose signature move was striking out batters while
blindfolded. But because softball was one of the only team sports that
women were allowed to play competitively, it took on added importance
for female athletes. Top fastpitch teams of the 1940s, 50s, and 60s,
such as the New Orleans Jax Maids and Connecticuts Raybestos
Brakettes, gave women access to employment and travel opportunities
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that would have been unavailable to them otherwise. At a time when
female athletes had almost no prospects, softball offered them a
chance to flourish. Women put off marriage and moved across the
country just for a shot at joining a strong team. Told from the
perspective of such influential players as Bertha Ragan Tickey, who
set strikeout records and taught Lana Turner to pitch, and Joan Joyce,
who struck out baseball legend Ted Williams and helped found a
professional softball league with Billie Jean King, Fastpitch
chronicles softballs rich history and its uncertain future (as
evidenced by its controversial elimination from the 2012 Olympics and
the mounting efforts to have it reinstated). A celebration of this
unique American sport and the role it plays in our culture today,
Fastpitch is as entertaining as it is inspiring. -- Provided by
publisher.

The Trench Warfare of World War I
"The Windmill Pitcher is the most comprehensive book on fastpitch
pitching that I have read. It is an excellent reference for both
coaches and pitchers." -- Ernie Parker, world-renowned pitching coach
"I now have a comprehensive reference book to offer the people who
contact me about pitching. The chapter on increasing ball speed is
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outstanding. There was an incredible need for this book and I thank
Barry for writing it." -- Sherry Werner, PhD, lead researcher,
International Olympic Committee's Submission on Biomechanics and
Physiology "One of the most comprehensive fastpitch instructional
books on the market today. A must addition for any coach's library."
-- Art Certosimo, DuPage County, Illinois Barry Simmons has been a
pitcher in men's fastpitch softball leagues at all levels for 35
years. Also a student of art and design, Sammons used his knowledge to
develop many of the illustrations used in the book. He is an attorney
for the Milwaukee, Wisconsin firm of Quarles & Brady.

Gosnell
Spanning the first half of the twentieth century, Deportes uncovers
the hidden experiences of Mexican male and female athletes, teams and
leagues and their supporters who fought for a more level playing field
on both sides of the border. Despite a widespread belief that Mexicans
shunned physical exercise, teamwork or “good sportsmanship,” they
proved that they could compete in a wide variety of sports at amateur,
semiprofessional, Olympic and professional levels. Some even made
their mark in the sports world by becoming the “first” Mexican athlete
to reach the big leagues and win Olympic medals or world boxing and
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tennis titles. These sporting achievements were not theirs alone, an
entire cadre of supporters—families, friends, coaches, managers,
promoters, sportswriters, and fans—rallied around them and celebrated
their athletic success. The Mexican nation and community, at home or
abroad, elevated Mexican athletes to sports hero status with a deep
sense of cultural and national pride. Alamillo argues that Mexicanorigin males and females in the United States used sports to empower
themselves and their community by developing and sustaining
transnational networks with Mexico. Ultimately, these athletes and
their supporters created a “sporting Mexican diaspora” that overcame
economic barriers, challenged racial and gender assumptions, forged
sporting networks across borders, developed new hybrid identities and
raised awareness about civil rights within and beyond the sporting
world.

Pandolfini's Chess Complete
*Includes pictures *Includes accounts of fighting written by soldiers
*Includes a bibliography for further reading *Includes a table of
contents "God would never be cruel enough to create a cyclone as
terrible as that Argonne battle. Only man would ever think of doing an
awful thing like that. It looked like 'the abomination of desolation'
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must look like. And all through the long night those big guns flashed
and growled just like the lightning and the thunder when it storms in
the mountains at home. And, oh my, we had to pass the wounded. And
some of them were on stretchers going back to the dressing stations,
and some of them were lying around, moaning and twitching. And the
dead were all along the road. And it was wet and cold. And it all made
me think of the Bible and the story of the Anti-Christ and Armageddon.
And I'm telling you the little log cabin in Wolf Valley in old
Tennessee seemed a long long way off." - Alvin C. York World War I,
also known in its time as the "Great War" or the "War to End all
Wars," was an unprecedented holocaust in terms of its sheer scale.
Fought by men who hailed from all corners of the globe, it saw
millions of soldiers do battle in brutal assaults of attrition which
dragged on for months with little to no respite. Tens of millions of
artillery shells and untold hundreds of millions of rifle and machine
gun bullets were fired in a conflict that demonstrated man's capacity
to kill each other on a heretofore unprecedented scale, and as always,
such a war brought about technological innovation at a rate that made
the boom of the Industrial Revolution seem stagnant. The enduring
image of World War I is of men stuck in muddy trenches, and of vast
armies deadlocked in a fight neither could win. It was a war of barbed
wire, poison gas, and horrific losses as officers led their troops on
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mass charges across No Man's Land and into a hail of bullets. While
these impressions are all too true, they hide the fact that trench
warfare was dynamic and constantly evolving throughout the war as all
armies struggled to find a way to break through the opposing lines.
Though World War I is almost synonymous with trench warfare, that
method of combat was nothing new. There had been extensive use of
trenches during the later stages of the American Civil War
(1864-1865), and trench warfare was constant during the Second Boer
War (1899-1902), the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905), and the Balkan
Wars (1912-1913). These conflicts showed that modern firepower
combined with entrenched positions gave a decisive advantage to the
defender, yet European observers failed to learn any lessons from
these conflicts, and the scale of trench warfare in World War I far
eclipsed anything seen before or since, especially on the Western
Front. Since the Industrial Revolution, arms and materiel output had
increased by orders of magnitude, as had the quality and uniformity of
the products. Several developments had already taken place in the
years building up to the conflict, stepping stones towards the vast
escalation in military innovation which took place immediately prior
to and during World War I. Chief among these was the invention of
smokeless gunpowder, which took place concurrently among several
powers between 1890 and 1905. This was a crucial development, as it
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eliminated the literal "fog of war" which in vast quantities obscured
the battlefield entirely and on an individual level both gave away the
position of marksmen and made it impossible for them to fire
accurately unless they moved away from their own smoke-cloud. Further
innovations included the adoption into service of the first belt-fed
machine guns, predecessors of those which would wreak such slaughter
in the trenches, and the development of cannon which did not roll
backwards after each shot as 19th century pieces did, but remained
fixed in place.

Women's College Softball on the Rise
Roger Connors, a widower with no children, is pondering whether to
pursue aggressive treatment for his cancer when a cryptic note arrives
from a long-lost USAF buddy announcing the visit of an acquaintance
from Vietnam. Faced with ghosts of fallen comrades and haunting
memories of the great love he once knew, Connors receives revelations
from his visitor that uncover a missing part of his life. As he delves
into a decades-old secret in search of answers and traces of a passion
unfulfilled, on a journey from the jungles of Vietnam through the
minefields of the heart, Connors is on a journey fraught with
disillusionment and despair but ultimately redeemed by the power of
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love.

A Game of Birds and Wolves
From the early formation of barnstorming teams that toured the state
to the moment Dave Winfield hit number three thousand, Minnesota's
African American ball players have made the state a land of baseball.
However, the stories of many black players parallel the larger
struggle for civil rights. Those tales, collected here for the first
time, show how teamwork on and off the field led first to acceptance,
then to admiration and triumph. Swinging for the Fences is the first
collection to highlight the thrilling and controversial landmarks in
the history of black baseball in the North Star State. Award-winning
author Steven R. Hoffbeck assembled a stellar team of writers--and
baseball fanatics--to tell the great stories of black baseball's past,
from establishment of the color lines to dazzling hits by black heroes
that led the Twins to victory over the Cardinals in '87. Each chapter
focuses on one key player, and through these windows into their lives
and livelihoods, their plays and passions, readers get an intimate
look at the national pastime as it has evolved over the last century
and more. Featured here are Hall of Famers like Willie Mays, Roy
Campanella, and Kirby Puckett and great players like Walter Ball, John
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Wesley Donaldson, and Bud Fowler, who, because of their race, never
made the stats books. These are stories of the bonds that formed
between players, of legendary moments in baseball's past, and of real
people whose love of the game kept them playing against tough odds.

Fastpitch Softball
Sidestepping the inflated egos and scandal that have infiltrated many
men’s sports, college female softball players exhibit power and grace
on the field as well as camaraderie, high achievement and
vulnerability off the field. This balance not only makes the game
compelling to watch, but it also elevates women’s softball as an
aspirational model for other sports. Focusing on the 2018 season, this
book explores gender performance and sexuality in softball, how the
influx of money from the sport’s growth has reshaped expectations of
success, and traditional media coverage of women’s sports.

Sport and Violence
Waterman is the first comprehensive biography of Duke Kahanamoku
(1890–1968): swimmer, surfer, Olympic gold medalist, Hawaiian icon,
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waterman. Long before Michael Phelps and Mark Spitz made their
splashes in the pool, Kahanamoku emerged from the backwaters of
Waikiki to become America’s first superstar Olympic swimmer. The
original “human fish” set dozens of world records and topped the world
rankings for more than a decade; his rivalry with Johnny Weissmuller
transformed competitive swimming from an insignificant sideshow into a
headliner event. Kahanamoku used his Olympic renown to introduce the
sport of “surf-riding,” an activity unknown beyond the Hawaiian
Islands, to the world. Standing proudly on his traditional wooden
longboard, he spread surfing from Australia to the Hollywood crowd in
California to New Jersey. No American athlete has influenced two
sports as profoundly as Kahanamoku did, and yet he remains an
enigmatic and underappreciated figure: a dark-skinned Pacific Islander
who encountered and overcame racism and ignorance long before the
likes of Joe Louis, Jesse Owens, and Jackie Robinson. Kahanamoku’s
connection to his homeland was equally important. He was born when
Hawaii was an independent kingdom; he served as the sheriff of
Honolulu during Pearl Harbor and World War II and as a globetrotting
“Ambassador of Aloha” afterward; he died not long after Hawaii
attained statehood. As one sportswriter put it, Duke was “Babe Ruth
and Jack Dempsey combined down here.” In Waterman, award-winning
journalist David Davis examines the remarkable life of Duke
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Kahanamoku, in and out of the water.

The Origins and History of the All-American Girls
Professional Baseball League
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE OPENING IN THEATERS EVERYWHERE “This book
is a public service.” — MICHELLE MALKIN, founder of Twitchy and author
of Culture of Corruption “Every American needs to read Gosnell.” —
DAVID DALEIDEN, the Center for American Progress reporter behind the
undercover investigation of Planned Parenthood "Ann and Phelim
courageously tell the heart wrenching, shocking story previously
ignored, one that every American needs to read." — KATIE PAVLICH,
Townhall Editor and Fox News Contributor. He is America’s most
prolific serial killer. And yet Kermit Gosnell was no obvious
criminal. Through desperate attempts to cover up the truth, the
mainstream media revealed exactly how important Kermit Gosnell’s story
is. National best seller Gosnell: The Untold Story of America’s Most
Prolific Serial Killer is a book that rocked America – and now it is a
major motion picture! Masquerading as a doctor and an advocate for
women’s reproductive health, Kermit Gosnell was purposefully ignored
for years. Gosnell reveals that inside his filthy clinic, Gosnell
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murdered born-alive infants, butchered women, and made a chilling
collection of baby feet. Meanwhile, pro-choice politicians kept health
inspectors far away. Only when tenacious undercover detective Jim Wood
followed a narcotics investigation straight into the clinic did
Gosnell’s reign of horror finally come to an end…and the fight for
justice begin. Written by investigative journalists Ann McElhinney and
Phelim McAleer, this gripping story premiers October 12 as a major
motion picture, starring Dean Cain as Detective Wood. Fans of the
movie – and every pro-life American – should dive into this nationally
bestselling book for a closer look into the shocking and gruesome
crime of the century. Gosnell: The Untold Story of America’s Most
Prolific Serial Killer reveals…. How Kermit Gosnell would eat cereal
or snack on sandwiches – while performing abortions. How Gosnell
carelessly allowed “that Indian woman,” Karnamaya Mongar, to die a
bloody death. How Gosnell’s employees admitted to snipping the necks
of hundreds of breathing babies. How Tom Ridge, a “pro-choice”
Republican governor, put a stop to Pennsylvania Health Department
inspections for seventeen years. How Sherry West, the clinic employee
whose mental health problems, drug addiction, and Hepatitis C
infection, were well known to Gosnell, overdosed, maltreated, and
abused patients for years. How new mother and prosecutor Assistant
District Attorney Christine Wechsler found herself having to cut open
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the skulls of forty-seven dead babies during the investigation. How
the pro-abortion media blacked out what should have been the trial of
the century – and how they were finally shamed into covering the case.
Why Kermit Gosnell, unrepentant murderer, expects to be vindicated by
history.

The Cricket Cries, the Year Changes
Joan Joyce will always be known as the unbeatable pitcher for the
Raybestos Brakettes and the Connecticut Falcons, whose numerous career
records--including an incredible 150 no-hitters and 50 perfect
games--made her the best in the game. However, she was also one of the
most gifted athletes the state has ever produced, as she also set
records in basketball and later went on to a stellar career in the
LPGA. A true pioneer of women's sports, Joan is currently the head
softball coach at Florida Atlantic University. Join author Tony
Renzoni as he profiles the multifaceted career of one of the country's
greatest athletes.

Hook's Little Mermaid
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When the coach of her championship softball team asks Raisa Kumar to
teach a new recruit, Annie, how to pitch she is eager to help,
especially since she hopes to be a coach herself someday; but when the
team's other pitcher turns up with a broken arm, teaching Annie takes
on a new urgency--and Raisa's efforts at coaching seem to be
frustrating Annie rather then helping her.

Deportes

The Praetorian STARShip - the Untold Story of the Combat
Talon
Three stories of Japanese American resistance during wartime paint a
fuller picture of a dark chapter in US history.

Preparing to Play Softball at the Collegiate Level
Captain James Hook was once a good man trying to make a somewhat
honest living. He is a pirate, after all. However, after getting word
that a boy named Peter Pan played a part in the death of a dear loved
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one, Hook makes it his sole purpose to hunt down and destroy the
fiend. On his journey for vengeance, the captain encounters many new
comrades, including a young girl named Red and a fairy called Tinker
Bell, and both push him to reconsider his desire for justice. The
accidental rescue of a mermaid leads him on a whirlwind adventure in
Neverland. The journey is not a simple one, considering Pan, the Lost
Boys, mermaids, and magic all come into play. After several
misadventures, Hook must choose between the possibility of a new life
with love and his much-desired retaliation against Pan. Once
everything is said and done, will the captain be able to overcome his
need for revenge? Will he let compassion steer him toward love? Or
will Captain Hook live up to his villainous reputation?

Jennie Finch: Softball Superstar
Jennie Finch fell in love with baseball as a four-year-old when her
mother took her to Dodger games. A year later, her parents signed her
up for softball lessons and the young girl was instantly smitten. As a
youngster, Jennie dominated travel softball and later became a star
player at La Mirada High School in Southern California. During her
time at University of Arizona, she set an NCAA record with 60
consecutive wins. Blessed with remarkable pitching ability, good looks
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and role-model sportsmanship, Jennie became a breakout celebrity at
the 2004 Athens Olympics, where she captured gold with Team USA. A
children’s biography, Jennie Finch: Softball Superstar details the
California native’s journey as she transitioned from a shy youngster
playing in a t-ball league to become softball’s most famous face, a
devoted mother of three and a legend in women’s sports.

Fastpitch
Why do sports captivate people? They allow us to watch human beings
achieve peak performance, but, beyond physical strength and skill,
what's really impressive is an athlete's mental prowess—their will to
succeed, engagement with their environment, and self-confidence. In
Life as Sport, sport psychologist Dr. Jonathan Fader shares the skills
that he teaches professional athletes—to enhance motivation, set
productive goals, sharpen routines, manage stress, and clarify thought
processes—and applies them to real-world situations. Dr. Fader's book
is the product of thousands of hours of conversations with athletes
from various teams and sports: power forwards, tennis phenoms, powerhitting outfielders, and battle-scarred linebackers, as well as hedgefund managers, entrepreneurs, A-list actors, and dozens of other elite
achievers in sports, business, and performing arts. It offers a
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compendium of stories, theories, and techniques that have been helpful
to players, coaches, and executives in professional sports. What
emerges is more than just a set of techniques, but a life philosophy
that anyone can live by: an internal code to help translate our talent
and drive toward the highest plateaus of performance. Dr. Fader
designs his strategies to be studied, learned, practiced, and
improved. He offers his readers the same exercises that he uses in
every session with a professional athlete. These exercises help you to
get truly engaged, whether you are designing a new business plan,
working to inspire a team or individual, or even falling in love. This
is what it means to truly live life as sport—to approach it with the
same immediacy, wonder, and engagement that athletes feel at their
peak during a game. Life as Sport helps you to pursue your own goals
with an enriched intensity—not only because it creates new potential,
but also because it helps you unlock what was always there to begin
with.

Life as Sport
“Thrilling, cinematic . . . I loved every minute I spent with the
bold, daring women of the Cardinals basketball team . . . The stuff of
American legend” (Karen Abbott, New York Times–bestselling author).
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The Boys in the Boat meets A League of Their Own in this true story of
a Depression-era championship women’s team. During the drought and
financial crisis of the 1930s, Oklahoma basketball coach Sam Babb
traveled from farm to farm recruiting talented, hardworking young
women and offering them a chance at a better life: a free college
education in exchange for playing on his basketball team, the
Cardinals. And as Babb coached the Cardinals, something extraordinary
happened. These remarkable athletes found a passion for the game and a
heartfelt loyalty to one another and their coach—and they began to
win. Combining exhilarating sports writing and exceptional
storytelling, Dust Bowl Girls takes readers on the Cardinals’ intense,
improbable journey all the way to an epic showdown with the prevailing
national champions, helmed by the legendary Babe Didrikson. Lydia
Reeder captures a moment in history when female athletes faced intense
scrutiny from influential figures in politics, education, and medicine
who denounced women’s sports as unhealthy and unladylike. At a time
when a struggling nation was hungry for inspiration, this unlikely
group of trailblazers achieved much more than a championship season.
“A compelling, heartwarming story of a group of college students
determined to accomplish the impossible. This is a book you can’t put
down.” —The Denver Post “[A] great sports story about an underdog
whose triumphs inspired a community that badly needed a lift in the
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midst of hard economic times. I can’t wait for the movie.” —The
Oklahoman

Timetables of African-American History
Iowa’s delectable cuisine is quintessentially midwestern, grounded in
its rich farming heritage and spiced with diverse ethnic influences.
Classics like fresh sweet corn and breaded pork tenderloins are found
on menus and in home kitchens across the state. At the world-famous
Iowa State Fair, a dizzying array of food on a stick commands a
nationwide cult following. From Maid-Rites to the moveable feast known
as RAGBRAI, discover the remarkable stories behind Iowa originals.
Find recipes for favorites ranging from classic Iowa ham balls and
Steak de Burgo to homemade cinnamon rolls—served with chili, of
course! Author Darcy Dougherty Maulsby serves up a bountiful history
of tasty tradition.

Incredible Women of the All-American Girls Professional
Baseball League
A century before Kirby Puckett led the Minnesota Twins to World Series
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championships, Minnesota was home to countless talented African
American baseball players, yet few of them are known to fans today.
During the many decades that Major League Baseball and its affiliates
imposed a strict policy of segregation, black ballplayers in Minnesota
were relegated to a haphazard array of semipro leagues, barnstorming
clubs, and loose organizations of all-black teams—many of which are
lost to history. They Played for the Love of the Game recovers that
history by sharing stories of African American ballplayers in
Minnesota, from the 1870s to the 1960s, through photos, artifacts, and
spoken histories passed through the generations. Author Frank White’s
own father was one of the top catchers in the Twin Cities in his day,
a fact that White did not learn until late in life. While the stories
tell of denial, hardship, and segregation, they are highlighted by
athletes who persevered and were united by their love of the sport.

Let's Stay Together
The evidence is overwhelming: sports help girls grow into strong
women. Both scientific studies and anecdotal evidence confirm that
athletic girls not only grow up to be healthier; they learn teamwork,
gain inner confidence, and grow into society's leaders. Sports help
preteen and teenage girls make the right choices in a society that is
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sending them incredibly mixed messages about who they are supposed to
be. Yet no one is speaking directly to these girls. Jennie fills the
role of girlfriend, big sister, team captain, and mentor. A smart,
credible, and accomplished voice from an athlete who is strong and
feminine, fiercely competitive, and fashionably cool, Jennie is
someone young women will listen to and take to heart. Jennie's
message: Believe in yourself. Go for it, girls.

Waterman
This in-depth treatment of the organization and operation of the AllAmerican Girls Professional Baseball League draws on primary documents
from league owner Arthur Meyerhoff and others for a unique perspective
inside the AAGPBL. The study begins with a brief history of women’s
softball, an important precursor to, and talent pool for, women’s
professional baseball. Next the book investigates league
administration and organization as well as publicity and promotion.
Later chapters cover team administrative structures, managers,
chaperones, player backgrounds, and league policies. Finally,
discussion focuses on the activities of the AAGPBL Players’
Association from 1980 onward. Informed by many years of research and
insights from former players, this exhaustive history contains 149
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photographs.

Unhitched
She was weak. Although she struggled, there was no need for a quick
kill. She wouldn't get away. He slid his knife down her body looking
for the perfect place to begin. He could enjoy the luxury of torturing
this one. Already he was feeling excited. This one would last a long
time. Oh yes, a very long time “Please, Mister,” she whimpered. “I'm
doing' no harm to nobody. I'm just out to give a good time to anybody
that wants it. Please, Mister, don't kill me.?” Her voice was soft.
Not loud and brassy like he expected. “Shut up.” He ordered

The Timetables of History

BEYOND FEAR
Sport and Violence takes a critical look at the culture of ‘sports
rage’ and aggression in the sporting industry, covering ethical,
historical and sociological causes and impacts. It examines
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international examples of sport violence, including: the father of a
tennis competitor placing a drug in the drinks of her competitors; a
player’s neck broken after being attacked from behind by an opponent
in an NHL game; hooliganism in international soccer and more. The book
not only attempts to explain how and why such violence originates, it
examines its impact on society outside sport and suggests potential
remedies for the problem. This book: Examines the culture of violence
that permeates and surrounds sport, including the sociological causes
of that violence, and what can be done to mitigate them Features an
international perspective with examples of sport violence from
throughout the world Offers a historical view on the evolution of
violence in sport Its up-to-date and in-depth coverage of a
controversial issue makes this book a valuable asset to both sports
students and professionals working in sports management.
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